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QUESTION 1

A junior data engineer has configured a workload that posts the following JSON to the Databricks REST API
endpoint2.0/jobs/create. 

Assuming that all configurations and referenced resources are available, which statement describes the result of
executing this workload three times? 

A. Three new jobs named "Ingest new data" will be defined in the workspace, and they will each run once daily. 

B. The logic defined in the referenced notebook will be executed three times on new clusters with the configurations of
the provided cluster ID. 

C. Three new jobs named "Ingest new data" will be defined in the workspace, but no jobs will be executed. 

D. One new job named "Ingest new data" will be defined in the workspace, but it will not be executed. 

E. The logic defined in the referenced notebook will be executed three times on the referenced existing all purpose
cluster. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: This is the correct answer because the JSON posted to the Databricks REST API endpoint 2.0/jobs/create
defines a new job with a name, an existing cluster id, and a notebook task. However, it does not specify any schedule or
trigger for the job execution. Therefore, three new jobs with the same name and configuration will be created in the
workspace, but none of them will be executed until they are manually triggered or scheduled. Verified References:
[Databricks Certified Data Engineer Professional], under "Monitoring and Logging" section; [Databricks Documentation],
under "Jobs API - Create" section. 

 

QUESTION 2

The data engineering team is migrating an enterprise system with thousands of tables and views into the Lakehouse.
They plan to implement the target architecture using a series of bronze, silver, and gold tables. Bronze tables will almost
exclusively be used by production data engineering workloads, while silver tables will be used to support both data
engineering and machine learning workloads. Gold tables will largely serve business intelligence and reporting
purposes. While personal identifying information (PII) exists in all tiers of data, pseudonymization and anonymization
rules are in place for all data at the silver and gold levels. 

The organization is interested in reducing security concerns while maximizing the ability to collaborate across diverse
teams. 

Which statement exemplifies best practices for implementing this system? 
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A. Isolating tables in separate databases based on data quality tiers allows for easy permissions management through
database ACLs and allows physical separation of default storage locations for managed tables. 

B. Because databases on Databricks are merely a logical construct, choices around database organization do not
impact security or discoverability in the Lakehouse. 

C. Storinq all production tables in a single database provides a unified view of all data assets available throughout the
Lakehouse, simplifying discoverability by granting all users view privileges on this database. 

D. Working in the default Databricks database provides the greatest security when working with managed tables, as
these will be created in the DBFS root. 

E. Because all tables must live in the same storage containers used for the database they\\'re created in, organizations
should be prepared to create between dozens and thousands of databases depending on their data isolation
requirements. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: This is the correct answer because it exemplifies best practices for implementing this system. By isolating
tables in separate databases based on data quality tiers, such as bronze, silver, and gold, the data engineering team
can achieve several benefits. First, they can easily manage permissions for different users and groups through
database ACLs, which allow granting or revoking access to databases, tables, or views. Second, they can physically
separate the default storage locations for managed tables in each database, which can improve performance and
reduce costs. Third, they can provide a clear and consistent naming convention for the tables in each database, which
can improve discoverability and usability. Verified References: [Databricks Certified Data Engineer Professional], under
"Lakehouse" section; Databricks Documentation, under "Database object privileges" section. 

 

QUESTION 3

Incorporating unit tests into a PySpark application requires upfront attention to the design of your jobs, or a potentially
significant refactoring of existing code. 

Which statement describes a main benefit that offset this additional effort? 

A. Improves the quality of your data 

B. Validates a complete use case of your application 

C. Troubleshooting is easier since all steps are isolated and tested individually 

D. Yields faster deployment and execution times 

E. Ensures that all steps interact correctly to achieve the desired end result 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A production workload incrementally applies updates from an external Change Data Capture feed to a Delta Lake table
as an always-on Structured Stream job. When data was initially migrated for this table, OPTIMIZE was executed and
most data files were resized to 1 GB. Auto Optimize and Auto Compaction were both turned on for the streaming
production job. Recent review of data files shows that most data files are under 64 MB, although each partition in the
table contains at least 1 GB of data and the total table size is over 10 TB. 
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Which of the following likely explains these smaller file sizes? 

A. Databricks has autotuned to a smaller target file size to reduce duration of MERGE operations 

B. Z-order indices calculated on the table are preventing file compaction C Bloom filler indices calculated on the table
are preventing file compaction 

C. Databricks has autotuned to a smaller target file size based on the overall size of data in the table 

D. Databricks has autotuned to a smaller target file size based on the amount of data in each partition 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: This is the correct answer because Databricks has a feature called Auto Optimize, which automatically
optimizes the layout of Delta Lake tables by coalescing small files into larger ones and sorting data within each file by a
specified column. However, Auto Optimize also considers the trade-off between file size and merge performance, and
may choose a smaller target file size to reduce the duration of merge operations, especially for streaming workloads that
frequently update existing records. Therefore, it is possible that Auto Optimize has autotuned to a smaller target file size
based on the characteristics of the streaming production job. Verified References: [Databricks Certified Data Engineer
Professional], under "Delta Lake" section; Databricks Documentation, under "Auto Optimize" section. 

 

QUESTION 5

A user new to Databricks is trying to troubleshoot long execution times for some pipeline logic they are working on.
Presently, the user is executing code cell-by-cell, usingdisplay() calls to confirm code is producing the logically correct
results as new transformations are added to an operation. To get a measure of average time to execute, the user is
running each cell multiple times interactively. 

Which of the following adjustments will get a more accurate measure of how code is likely to perform in production? 

A. Scala is the only language that can be accurately tested using interactive notebooks; because the best performance
is achieved by using Scala code compiled to JARs. all PySpark and Spark SQL logic should be refactored. 

B. The only way to meaningfully troubleshoot code execution times in development notebooks Is to use production-
sized data and production-sized clusters with Run All execution. 

C. Production code development should only be done using an IDE; executing code against a local build of open source
Spark and Delta Lake will provide the most accurate benchmarks for how code will perform in production. 

D. Calling display () forces a job to trigger, while many transformations will only add to the logical query plan; because of
caching, repeated execution of the same logic does not provide meaningful results. 

E. The Jobs Ul should be leveraged to occasionally run the notebook as a job and track execution time during
incremental code development because Photon can only be enabled on clusters launched for scheduled jobs. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: This is the correct answer because it explains which of the following adjustments will get a more accurate
measure of how code is likely to perform in production. The adjustment is that calling display() forces a job to trigger,
while many transformations will only add to the logical query plan; because of caching, repeated execution of the same
logic does not provide meaningful results. When developing code in Databricks notebooks, one should be aware of how
Spark handles transformations and actions. Transformations are operations that create a new DataFrame or Dataset
from an existing one, such as filter, select, or join. Actions are operations that trigger a computation on a DataFrame or
Dataset and return a result to the driver program or write it to storage, such as count, show, or save. Calling display() on
a DataFrame or Dataset is also an action that triggers a computation and displays the result in a notebook cell. Spark
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uses lazy evaluation for transformations, which means that they are not executed until an action is called. Spark also
uses caching to store intermediate results in memory or disk for faster access in subsequent actions. Therefore, calling
display() forces a job to trigger, while many transformations will only add to the logical query plan; because of caching,
repeated execution of the same logic does not provide meaningful results. To get a more accurate measure of how code
is likely to perform in production, one should avoid calling display() too often or clear the cache before running each cell.
Verified References: [Databricks Certified Data Engineer Professional], under "Spark Core" section; Databricks
Documentation, under "Lazy evaluation" section; Databricks Documentation, under "Caching" section. 
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